Recording studio price list
The total amount of rent is based on the sum of the prices shown below. The prices do not include the work
of a music director nor a sound engineer, they include technical assistance only.
Sound engineering rates and sound directing rates, if applicable, vary according to the type of the
recordings and are determined by agreement.
Total price for the recording is therefore calculated as a combination of the used items; for short-term rents
it is necessary to add 21 % VAT.
Item for rent
Recording studio + control room
Shigeru-Kawai (no tuning nor assistance
included)
Main
theatre hall + control room of the
recording
studio
Main
control
room
Post production
Acoustic music instruments
Synthetic music instruments

Basic price
800,– CZK/hour
300,– CZK/hour
1400,– CZK/hour
500,– CZK/hour
400,– CZK/hour
Separate price list set individually
Separate price list set individually

Discounts
Rent duration exceeding 50 hours
Rent duration exceeding 100 hours
Rent duration exceeding 200 hours
Students and teachers of the Janáček
Academy of Music and Performing Arts
(JAMU); for non-commercial purposes*
(including sound engineering and music
directing if necessary)

Discount rates
10 %
20 %
30 %
70 %

Students and teachers of JAMU; commercial
purposes
Students of other schools of art;
non-commercial* recordings
Non-commercial entities (contributory and
budget organizations)

20 %
50 %
20 %

*) The commercial use of recordings means all forms of remunerated distribution (release and sale of CD's, mp3's
etc.) and broadcast in commercial media (TV, radio...). Non-commercial use means personal use, free distribution of
recordings, e.g. for concert agencies and producers, and free distribution on the Internet (e.g. on sites such as
SoundCloud, MySpace or BandZone).

There are other individual discounts available for long-term or repeated rent of the studio.
Contacts
Technical issues:
Mgr. Jaroslav Zouhar
Operations manager of the of the recording studio
zouhar@jamu.cz
+420 542 59 18 20

Bc. Jan Košulič
Sound engineer of the recording studio
kosulic@jamu.cz
+420 542 59 18 21

Production
Mária Žilecká
Production manager of the recording studio
studio@jamu.cz
+420 724 400 288

Commercial rent
MgA. Lenka Tesáčková
Director of Operations of the Orlí Street Theatre
tesackova@jamu.cz
+420 542 59 18 01

